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Ergon Energy Disclaimer: 

1 The use of the information contained in this document is at your sole risk. 

2 The information within this document is subject to change  without notice. 

3 Ergon Energy, its agents, instrumentalities, officers and employees: 

· Make no representations, express or implied, as to the accuracy of the information contained within this document;

· Accept no liability for any use of the said information or reliance placed on it; and

· Make no representations, either expressed or implied, as to the suitability of the said information for any particular  purpose.

4.  Ergon Energy and its agencies or instrumentalities do not endorse or in respect warrant any third party products or services by virtue of any information,

material or content referred to or included on, or linked to this document.
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The Major Customer Connection process applies to proposed connections where the intended Authorised 

Demand (AD) or load, on our network exceeds 1,000 kVA (1 MVA) or where power usage is typically above 4 

gigawatt hours per annum at a single site.   

If you are interested in connecting to our distribution network, there are some things you need to know. This    

Guideline is designed to improve the clarity and transparency of the connection process to allow you to participate 

more effectively in the process. A Major Customer Connection incorporates a negotiated connection process, that 

is, it is not a basic or standard connection service.  

Further detail on the negotiated connection process and associated costs are included in this guideline, and will 

also be provided to you based on your specific connection requirements.  

Please note that this Guideline does not apply to the connection of an embedded generating unit; should you wish 

to connect an embedded generating unit to the Ergon Energy distribution network, please refer to the Embedded 

Generation Information Pack available on our website at www.ergon.com.au/network/connections/major-business-

. connections/large scale solar

Introduction to 

Major Connections 

https://www.ergon.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/220939/Embedded-Generation-Info-Pack-2019-20.pdf
https://www.ergon.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/220939/Embedded-Generation-Info-Pack-2018-19.pdf
https://www.ergon.com.au/network/connections/major-business-connections/large-scale-solar
https://www.ergon.com.au/network/connections/major-business-connections/large-scale-solar
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Ergon Energy understands that the connection of Major Customers to the distribution network can be a  

complicated and intricate process. Ergon Energy has a dedicated Major Customer group who are here to guide 

and assist you through connecting your embedded generation unit from early inception to construction and  

energisation. The Major Customer Team is divided into two areas, the Project Sponsors and the Business    

Intelligence Team.  

The Business Intelligence Team members are focused on maintaining effective relationships with major business 

customers and assist with pre-feasibility studies, long-term forecasting in connection with customers and  

customer support.  

The Project Sponsor Team is dedicated to managing your project from your Connection Enquiry through to  

construction and finally the commissioning of your project. Your allocated Project Sponsor will be your single 

point of contact throughout this time and will maintain contact with you regularly to ensure your needs are met. 

For more information about the Major Customer Group please contact: 

Major Customers Manager 

Phone: (07) 4616 2531 

Email: majorconnections@ergon.com.au 

www.ergon.com.au 

Introduction to 

The Major Customer Group 

mailto:majorconnections@ergon.com.au
http://www.ergon.com.au
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Information about the Connection Process for a 

Major Customer Load Connection > 1,000 kVA 

The connection process aligns with Chapter 5 of the National Electricity Rules (NER), follows the 

National Customer Energy Framework (NECF), and is designed to assist you by providing a well-informed 

approach to the connection of your load to our network and agreed timeframes, to support the relationship 

between you and Ergon Energy. 

A summary of the connection process and the purpose of each stage are outlined below: 

Your Connection Enquiry 

The Connection Enquiry Stage is designed for you to provide Ergon Energy with information 

about your proposed connection, and enables your or your consultant to provide Ergon Energy 

quantitative information upfront so that we can assist you in progressing your proposed    

connection to an Application to Connect.  

Ergon Energy will acknowledge your Connection Enquiry within 5 Business Days and at that time 

advise whether more information is required. If you are a Registered Participant, Ergon Energy 

will provide you with a Preliminary Connection Advice within 20 Business Days under Chapter 5.3 

of the NER.  

Option or Technical Assessment 

This stage provides the opportunity for a high level analysis of your proposed project to assist you 

in making an informed Application to Connect. Our aim is to provide you with the information    

necessary to assist you with assessing your options for connecting to the Ergon Energy  

distribution network.  

A fee is applicable to each of the services provided by Ergon Energy during this stage, and you 

will be provided with a quote for acceptance before proceeding.  At the end of this process you or 

your consultant should have a valid approved technical reports, ready to submit with your  

Application to Connect.  

Your Application to Connect 

The purpose of the Application & Offer Stage is to assess your Application to Connect and 

provide you with a negotiated offer to connect your proposed connection to Ergon Energy’s 

distribution network.  

The Offer to Connect will be made within 65 business days of the date of receiving all  

information required.  Acceptance of the offer is required within 20 Business days.  

Construction to Commissioning 

The purpose of the Construction and Commission Stage is to complete the build and facilitate 

the connection of your load requirements to Ergon Energy’s distribution network.   

Ergon Energy will audit your construction and provide acceptance via testing and commissioning 

and energise the connection.  
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Lodging the 

Connection 

Enquiry 

To begin the Connection    
Enquiry process for a load      
connection > 1,000 kVA you will 
need to complete the Major    
Customer Load and Services 
Enquiry Form and lodge it with 
the Major Customer Group via 
email.    

Following the receipt of your 
Connection Enquiry, you will 
then be allocated a Project 
Sponsor, who will  assist you 
through the whole connection 
process.  They will maintain      
regular contact with you and do 
their best to ensure your needs 
are met.  

Validating the 

Connection 

Enquiry 

To constitute a valid Connection 
Enquiry, the Enquiry Form must: 

 be accurately and fully
completed;

 Include a list of information
required from Ergon
Energy to facilitate the
lodgement of the
Application to Connect (and
supporting reasons for its
request);

The Major Customer Load and 
Services Enquiry Form requests 
information from you, or your 
consultant (if applicable) and the 
project under construction.  

Processing the 

Connection 

Enquiry 

Once all the required information 
has been received, Ergon      
Energy will, within 5 business 
days, provide information   
pursuant to Rule 5A.D.2 of the 
NER, including; 

 A description of the
process, including
information required for the
submission of a connection
application;

 Information regarding your
right to negotiate the terms
of a connection contract
and the relevant process;

Major Customer Load Enquiry > 1,000 kVA 

. 

Assessing your  

connection options 

To prepare you for lodging an Application to     
Connect in relation to your proposed project,   
Ergon  Energy can assist you with identifying your  
connection  options during the Options      
Assessment Stage.  

A full list of the services available is outlined in 
this Guideline and  depending on the service you 
may have a choice to have a  suitably qualified 
and experienced  consultant perform the chosen 
service (Ergon Energy can provide, on  request, a 
list  recommended consultants) or  Ergon Energy 
can  perform the chosen service.  

If the service qualifies as a chargeable service, 
we will provide you with a quote, tailored to your 
needs. Upon acceptance of the quote, we will   
issue you with an invoice which is payable prior to 
commencement of work.  

Preparing for an  

Application to Connect 

To submit an Application to Connect, you must 
have a valid Planning Report and Project Scope 
and Estimate.  

A Planning Report is a high level document 
which involves collecting your proposed projects 
technical requirements and reviewing these 
against Ergon Energy’s current electricity      
network, configuration and capacity. The intent 
of a Planning Report is to identify options to  
facilitate your proposed project.  

A Project Scope and Estimate compromises of 
a concept scope and high level initial design. 
The Project Scope contains a detailed review of 
a selected connection option established in the 
Planning Report.  

Further information on these  reports can be 
found in our Fact Sheet: Planning Reports and    
Project Scope & Estimates available on our 
website.   

mailto:majorconnections@ergon.com.au
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Application 

Fee 

Once your Application to    
Connect has been accepted you 
will be charged an Application 
Fee.  

This charge is to cover the         
expenses directly incurred by us 
to in assessing your application 
and providing you with a     
Negotiated Connection Offer. 
Expenses to prepare your Offer 
to Connect commence from the 
time you lodge your application. 

If at any stage you decide to not 
proceed, you must notify us as 
soon as possible. You will be 
charged for the work that has 
been completed up to the time 
you notify us to stop the process. 

You will also be required to meet 
all other reasonable costs   
incurred by Ergon Energy in        
processing your Application to          
Connect. This includes, but is not 
limited to, charges incurred from 
the Australian Energy Market 
Operator (AEMO), other network 
service providers (e.g. Powerlink) 

Lodging a  

Connection 

Application 

Following the completion of your 
technical documents, you may 
then wish to proceed to make an            
Application to Connect to our            
distribution network.  

To make an Application to      
Connect, you will need to submit 
a completed Major Customer 
Load and Services Application 
Form, which can be downloaded 
from www.ergon.com.au, and 
ensure that you have included all         
information listed in that form 
and any other information     
identified your option      
assessment phase.  

To support customers who have 
engaged an external consultant 
to prepare their Application to     
Connect, Ergon Energy offers an 
optional chargeable service to         
ensure these meet our   
requirements, which is      
recommended to be  performed 
prior to submitting the    
Application to Connect.  

Upon receipt of your Application 
to Connect we will review and 
advise whether your Application 
to Connect is considered    
complete. If the Application to 
Connect is incomplete, we will 
require you to provide  any   
missing information before     
proceeding.  

Once your Application to    
Connect has been submitted 
and accepted as complete we 
will use our best endeavours to 
provide you with a Negotiated   
Connection Offer within     
65 business days.  

Major Customer Load Application > 1,000 kVA 

Your Offer to 

Connect 

The Offer to Connect will, among    
other things, outline the applicable 
charges and rates for the  requested 
works (see Construction &      
Commissioning and Network Tariffs 
below), commercial terms, technical 
specifications and an estimate of 
construction times.  

When we have prepared your Offer 
to Connect it will be posted to you for 
review and acceptance.  

Your Offer to Connect will remain 
valid for 20 business days from the 
date of issue. Unless otherwise 
agreed, failure to return the accepted 
Offer to Connect within the 20     
business days will mean the offer will 
be withdrawn. If this occurs and you 
still wish to proceed, you would be 
required to recommence the process 
and submit a new application for    
connection.  

It is advisable to have arrangements 
in place for Offer acceptance 
(Signing of contracts) prior to      
receiving your Offer to Connect, so 
you can ensure there are no delays 
in returning the signed contracts to us 
in the required time frame.  

https://www.ergon.com.au/network/connections/major-business-connections/major-connections
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The design and construction of dedicated assets used to  connect a Major Customer’s facility to the Ergon    

Energy network is classified as an “Alternative Control  Service” (ACS).  This work relates directly to your project 

and is  funded by you, the  customer, in line with  regulatory requirements.  

Generally you will have three options for the design and  construction of these assets: 

 Customer designs, builds and owns the infrastructure

 Ergon Energy can design, build and own the Infrastructure

 Customer designs, builds and then gifts the  assets to Ergon Energy (DCT)

Other services may apply that will also be classified as ACS, and will be funded by you, please refer to the   

Appendix of this Guideline.  

There may be other work to enable a Major Customer’s facility to connect to the Ergon Energy  network classified 

as “Standard Control Services” (SCS). These are paid for through Network Tariffs and are generally for shared  

network assets designed, built and owned by Ergon Energy. Ergon Energy bills Network Tariffs to  Retailers for the 

services associated with the use of the transmission and distribution networks used to transport energy to  

customers.  

When you have decided on your network connection configuration and seek to formally progress your project, you 

then need to apply for a formal Offer to Connect, via a completed  Application to Connect.    

Taking a look at your 

Design and Construction Options 
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A Negotiated Connection process is a connection service where the customer and Ergon Energy negotiate the 

terms and conditions for the provision of that service. Typically such services will require Ergon Energy’s 

electricity network to be altered, extended or upgraded in order to enable the connection or to accommodate the 

extra demand on our network.  Your Project Sponsor will maintain contact with you throughout the process and 

provide you with a draft copy of the applicable Connection Contracts allowing you time to negotiate these    

documents.  

If you seek to negotiate, we will work closely with you to help you reach an informed understanding of the    

proposed Offer to Connect. Two key underlying principles must be applied to all negotiations, that is: 

(a) Each party must negotiate in good faith

(b) Each party must maintain the confidentiality of all confidential information disclosed by the other party

unless disclosure is authorised by the other party or required by law.

What can be negotiated? 

A wide range of matters could be the subject of negotiations. In some cases, extensive negotiations may be    

required, such as for very large complex industrial or commercial facilities requiring sub-transmission network 

connections.  In addition, the connection applicant may wish to include supply services in the negotiations. 

Supply services are services that Ergon Energy provides in relation to the delivery of electricity after the 

connection is energised.  In all cases, Ergon Energy will aim to develop a connection offer that complies with the 

applicant’s reasonable requirements. However, there are certain minimum requirements that all connection 

contracts are required to include. These minimum requirements are described in Chapter 5A of the National    

Electricity Rules (NER) (see Schedule 5A.1 of the NER).  

What you need to know about the 

Negotiated Connection Process 
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What can be negotiated cont.. 

Furthermore, all negotiated connection offers must comply with Ergon Energy’s Connection Policy and 

must not include a connection charge that is inconsistent with that policy.  At the commencement of the 

negotiation process, Ergon Energy will review the matters that the applicant wishes to negotiate. It may be 

necessary to exclude particular matters where they do not meet regulatory or other legal requirements. In 

that case, Ergon Energy will provide reasons for the exclusion and you will have the opportunity to revise 

your negotiation request. 

Ergon Energy’s Connection Policy

A copy of Ergon Energy’s Connection Policy is available on our website at www.ergon.com.au 

Network Tariffs

Ergon Energy calculates site specific network tariffs for customers where the characteristics of  connection 

and electrical load require an individual calculation.  

Your indicative network tariff will be based on the following: 

 the classification of your connection (Individually Calculated Customers, Connection Asset  Customers

or Embedded Generators)

 the regulatory classification of the work required

 the location of the proposed connection

 the proposed authorised demand

 the forecast annual energy consumption

 the proposed connection’s share of any existing network assets

 any dedicated network required for your connection

Upon completion of the project to establish your connection, the network tariffs are re-calculated based on the 

actual assets constructed, the agreed Authorised Demand and forecast energy consumption and the regulatory 

requirements applying at the time.  

Following approval of the network tariff, a formal Schedule of Network Charges for that financial year is then pro-

vided to you and your retailer.  

Further information is available from Ergon Energy’s website: www.ergon.com.au/network/network-management/

network-pricing. Alternatively, you may contact your Project Sponsor who will be able to email you this infor-

mation. 

http://www.ergon.com.au/
https://www.ergon.com.au/network/network-management/network-pricing
https://www.ergon.com.au/network/network-management/network-pricing
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Construction & Commissioning 

Construction 

No matter the size of your installation, it is in this 

this stage of the Connection Process that the 

agreed electrical infrastructure is built, tested and   

commissioned. This stage also involves the        

relevant commercial aspects of the project as    

applicable - e.g. transfer of constructed assets 

(where agreed).  

Once the contract/s have been fully executed (by 

both parties) we will initiate your project.  

Throughout the construction phase you will be  

required to    comply with the obligations set out in 

the contracts to ensure continuity of the    

construction process.  

Your Project Sponsor will maintain regular contact 

with you and discuss and manage any variations as 

required. 

Construction Costs 

Information on how construction costs (which are 

for the relevant “alternative control services” or 

“ACS” that  Ergon Energy is providing) are    

calculated can be found on our website https://

www.ergon.com.au/network/network-management/

network-pricing.  Alternatively, you may contact 

your Project Sponsor who will be able to email you 

this information.  

Further information regarding the Construction  

Options for Connection Assets can be found in the 

Ergon Energy Major Customer Connection Manual 

which is located on the Ergon Energy website 

https://www.ergon.com.au/network/connections/

major-business-connections   

https://www.ergon.com.au/network/connections/major-business-connections
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Commissioning Your Project 

Prior to your connection point being energised you will also need to 

ensure you have a retail contract in place for the ongoing supply of 

electricity.  

Most customers have two options: 

1. Your can choose to negotiate with any  authorised electricity

retailer. A list of electricity retailers can be found at https://
www.business.qld.gov.au/running-business/energy-business/
energy-pricing/choosing-retailer

2. You can choose Ergon Energy Queensland as your retailer.

You would purchase electricity under the Standard Retail    

Contract including the Notified Prices set by the Queensland 

Competition Authority. 
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Appendix 

A list of services is provided below. Services listed below can be tailored to meet your needs. 

Service Description Performed By Fee 

Pre Connection Services 

Provision of general 
Information 

Provision of standard information and general 
information during a connection enquiry. Includes 
but not limited to; 
 Provision of advice on process related issues

 Provision of advice on supply availability

 Initial Assessment of Enquiry and Reponses/

acknowledgement

Ergon Energy 
No, service    

provided at no 
cost 

Pre-Connection Site  
Inspection 

Site inspection in order to determine nature of the 
connection being sought 

Ergon Energy 
Yes - fee to be 

quoted 

Provision of site-specific 
connection advice for     
Major Customer       
Connections 

Provision of site-specific advice, data and/or  
information on request for major customer    
connections (during the connection enquiry and/
or connection application stage only).  For    
example: 

 advice on project feasibility

 advice on whether augmentation would likely

be required

 capacity information, including specific network

capacity

 load profiles for load flow studies

 requests to review reports and designs pre-

pared by external consultants, prior to lodge-
ment of connection application

 additional or more detailed specification and

design options.

Excludes information provided in planning re-

ports/studies and project scopes. 

Ergon Energy 
Yes - fee to be 

quoted 

Provision of advice on 
Customer Build Own and 
Operate  

Provision of advice, design and specification on 
request to an applicant considering a build-own-
operate asset ownership option for connection 
assets. 

Ergon Energy 
Yes - fee to be 

quoted 

Provision of a Planning 
Report  

 General evaluation and advice on asset

options - Build-own-operate ~ build-own-
transfer ~ Ergon Energy build

 Design of up to three connection options that

Ergon Energy would see as feasible. These
can be standard Asset Management
connection options – tailored to individual
circumstances. e.g. load, distances, network
condition

 The advantages, disadvantages, likely costs

and timing of each option

 A clear recommendation from Ergon Energy

on the most suitable option

(These are indicative and non-binding estimates, 
and subject to formal design & pricing via the 
Application Stage) 

Ergon Energy 

Yes 
– fee to be

quoted
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Service Description Performed By Fee 

Pre Connection Services 

Provision of a Project 
Scope   

 Design and advise on one (1) connection con-

figuration option from the Planning Report -
including information as follows

 Prepare indicative estimates for this  

connection configuration option

 Technical connection configuration design

 Secondary Systems Assessment and Design

including Communications, Protection

 Property Aspects Advice - including guidance

on land owner agreements, the consultation
process and easement requirements or land
acquisitions that remain outstanding.

 Environment and Cultural Heritage Advice -

includes guidance on all documents required
to support the application for such approvals

(Whilst more refined than the Planning report, 
these remain indicative and non-binding  
estimates, and are subject to formal design & 
pricing via the Application Stage) 

(Equivalent to external consultant estimates - to 
be formalised in Application to Connect 

Ergon Energy or  a 
suitably qualified and 
experienced external 

consultant (Ergon 
Energy can provide, 
on request, a list of   
recommended con-

sultants) 

Yes 

– fee to be
quoted

Provision of data to  
complete project scope 

Provision of information only Ergon Energy can 
provide to assist an external consultant to     
complete a Project Scope to Ergon Energy's     
requirements 

Ergon Energy 
Yes 

– fee to be
quoted

External Design  Review 
and  Technical Support - 
Pre Application 

Pre-Application review of Project Scope prepared 
by external consultants to support your provider 
in developing these to meet our requirements. 

Ergon Energy 

Yes 

– fee to be
quoted

Post Connection Services 

Re-arrange connection 
assets at the request of a 
Customer 

Removal, relocation or rearrangement of connec-
tion assets at customer request. 

Ergon Energy 

Yes 

– fee to be
quoted

Approval of third party   
design - major customer 
connections 

Review, inspection and auditing of design carried 
out by an alternative service provider prior to  
energisation. 

Applies to major customers classified as an 
Individually Calculated Customer (ICC), 
Connection Asset Customer (CAC). 

Ergon Energy 

Yes 

– fee to be
quoted
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